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Image resonance in the many-body density of states at a metal surface
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The electronic properties of a semi-infinite metal surface without a bulk gap are studied by a formalism that
is able to account for the continuous spectrum of the system. The density of states at the surface is calculated
within the GW approximation of many-body perturbation theory. We demonstrate the presence of an unoccu-
pied surface resonance peaked at the position of the first image state. The resonance encompasses the whole
Rydberg series of image states and cannot be resolved into individual peaks. Its origin is the shift in spectral
weight when many-body correlation effects are taken into account.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For the understanding of several fundamental proper
of condensed-matter surfaces, the knowledge of the e
tronic density of states and of the parallel-wave-vect
resolved density is essential. The dispersion of both occu
and excited surface states, the influence of the changes o
electronic structure in thin-film growth, and enhanced m
netism are just a few examples of relevant quantities. Exp
mentally, the density of states can be probed by a variet
techniques such as photoemission spectroscopies1 ~angle-
resolved, integrated, inverse, and two-photon! and scanning
tunneling microscopy.2 To provide an adequate theoretic
description of the experimental observables, it is necessa
employ methods which retain the continuous character of
spectrum. In other words, one has to take into account
certain quantities may be defined for any energy in a gi
energy interval. Furthermore, the formalism must be capa
of describing excited-state properties.

Regarding excited states, considerable experimental in
est has been devoted to image-potential-induced~IPI!
states3–6 and resonances.7–10 IPI states are present in system
where a bulk band gap provides a barrier, trapping electr
in the image tail of the surface potential. If no gap is pres
at the IPI energies, an electron is not reflected completel
the bulk barrier, and hybridization with surface truncat
bulk states becomes possible. This results in the formatio
resonances for some materials. A comprehensive theore
description of IPI states has been given by Echenique
co-workers,11–14 whereas the situation for IPI resonances
much less satisfactory. In principle, IPI resonances are int
sically contained in the many-body framework, already at
level of theGW approximation,15 but to our knowledge sur
faces have only been investigated in this context usin
repeated slab geometry.16–18Such a simplified treatment can
not capture the continuous spectrum of a real surface,
cause the spectral function will inevitably be composed o
limited number of sharp, discrete peaks in place of the re
nance.

In this paper we presentab initio many-body calculations
of the local density of states~LDOS! of a semi-infinite jel-
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lium surface and demonstrate the presence of a broad
resonance. We calculate the LDOS—in its many-body g
eralization, the spectral function15—decomposed accordin
to the surface parallel wave vectorki within the surfacexy
plane as

s~r ,v!5E d2ki

~2p!2
A~z,ki ,v!, ~1!

whereA is the ki-resolved LDOS or spectral weight func
tion, defined by

A~z,ki ,v!52
1

p
Im G~z,z,ki ,v!sgn~v2m!. ~2!

HereG is the one-particle Green’s function in the represe
tation indicated, and Hartree atomic units (a0
50.529 Å,1 hartree527.2 eV) are used.

G is obtained from Dyson’s equation

G5GDFT1GDFT@SXC2vXC#G, ~3!

where vXC is the exchange and correlation potential
density-functional theory~DFT! andSXC is theGW electron
self-energy.

Equation~3! is solved using a recent method developed
perform GW calculations in infinite, nonperiodic
geometries19 based on the embedding method.20 The advan-
tage of this approach is that the semi-infinite substrate,
face, and vacuum regions are treated equally without
need for any fitting parameters or a repeated cell geome

We recall first the main steps of aGW calculation, given
as follows

~i! The Kohn-Sham equation21 is solved self-consistently
within local-density approximation~LDA !,22 leading to
GDFT.

~ii ! From GDFT the polarizationP is computed in the
random-phase approximation~RPA!.

~iii ! The inverse dielectric responsee215(12vP)21 (v
is the Coulomb potential! yields the effective interaction
WRPA5e21v.
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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~iv! The self-energySXC5 iGDFTWRPA is calculated using
a real-space, imaginary-frequency representation, and
obtains the self-energy on the real-frequency axis by me
of analytic continuation.

~v! Equation~3! can now be solved to updateG.
In order to deal with an infinite system, our approa

differs from previous works16,17,23based on the supercell ge
ometry. First,GDFT at stage~i! is obtained by numerical in
version of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian in a finite regionV
comprising the jellium edge, in which the effects of an in
nitely extended substrate outsideV enter via an extra nonlo
cal, energy-dependent~embedding! potential only defined a
the surface ofV. ConsequentlyGDFT describes a truly con
tinuous spectrum of fictitious noninteracting electrons. S
ond, we exploit the knowledge of the asymptotic dielect
function e21 both in the solid and in the vacuum to restri
the inversion ofe at stage~iii ! to a finite region, whose size
plays the role of a convergence parameter. In practice,
increase it until the results match well with the asympto
ones on the boundaries of such a region.

In Sec. II we present and discuss the results. Section I
devoted to the conclusions.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We examine first thez dependence of the spectral weig
function A(z,ki ,v). This quantity is proportional to the
probability amplitude for a particular wave vectorki and
energyv. In Fig. 1 we reportA(z,ki ,v) for ki equal to zero
andv equal to the chemical potentialm.

All results shown in this paper are obtained for a jelliu
substrate of aluminum density (r s52.07a0). The spectral
weight outside the surface is enhanced by the improved
scription of exchange-correlation effects inGW, in common
with the states of Al~111! studied in Ref. 23. By varying the
energyv we have verified that this feature is common to
bound states. In the bulk, theGW spectral weight is lower
than that calculated by the LDA because some weigh
transferred to lower energies through electron-plasmon c
pling. The larger amplitude ofA in the surface layer, togethe
with the absence of decay into the bulk, identifies the sta
in this part of the surface band structure as forming a surf
resonance.

FIG. 1. Spectral weight function at the chemical potential a
zero parallel wave vector for semi-infinite jellium withr s

52.07a0.
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In Fig. 2 we plot Ds5sGW2sLDA, the difference be-
tween our many-body LDOS and that in the LDA.

The energy dependence ofDs asz moves from the bulk
towards the vacuum is indicated by contour levels. We re
pitulate that, for a jellium surface, the LDA effective pote
tial veff(z) approaches the constant limitsVB and VV for z
→2` ~bulk! andz→1` ~vacuum!, respectively. As a con-
sequence, the bulk and vacuum limits ofsLDA are simply
proportional to the well-known expressionsAv2VB and
Av2VV. In the bulk, the LDA therefore predicts no stat
belowVB . The electron-plasmon coupling, automatically i
cluded in GW, is responsible for moving states down
energy from above to belowVB , yielding the subband shown
in Fig. 3 for energies around 1 hartree below the chem
potential, as already demonstrated for the homogeneous
tron gas.15

The presence of the surface is still noticeable even so
atomic units into the substrate through Friedel oscillatio
which are visible for bound energies from the contour lev
of Fig. 2 and in the LDOS at a distance from the surfacez
5210a0 in Fig. 3.

d

FIG. 2. Contour levels ofDs(z,v) for semi-infinite jellium
with r s52.07a0. The solid horizontal line indicatesz53.5a0 ~see
Fig. 4!. The pronounced ‘‘teardrop’’ feature atz;3.5a0 is the sur-
face image resonance.VV is the vacuum energy level, andVB the
bottom of the free-electron band.

FIG. 3. LDOSsGW andsLDA for semi-infinite jellium withr s

52.07a0 at z5210a0 from the jellium edge. The ‘‘ripples’’ be-
tweenVV andVB indicate the presence of Friedel oscillations.
4-2
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When z approaches the surface, coupling with plasmo
considerably reduces, eventually becoming negligible a
atomic units outside the surface. Asz moves into the
vacuum, the electron density decays to zero. Self-energy
fects are no longer present and the LDA description beco
exact. We then obtainDs50.

Apart from the surface-truncated bulk structure, Fig.
also highlights a completely new feature in the form of
teardrop-shaped enhancement of the LDOS, localized in
near-surface region at energies between the chemical po
tial and the vacuum level. In order to examine this feature
more detail we plot the energy dependence ofDs for z
53.5a0 in Fig. 4 ~note that this corresponds to a cros
section plot along a horizontal line through Fig. 2!.

The peak inDs, located at about 1/32 hartree below t
vacuum level ~the position of the first Rydberg state11!,
clearly identifies an IPI surface resonance.

The presence of IPI resonances, even in the limiting c
of a substrate without bulk reflectivity~the bulk reflectivity is
associated with scattering by the atomic cores24!, has been
unclear. Simple model potentials in independent-particle
proximations produced IPI resonances for jelliu
substrates25 in some cases, but the presence of a clear re
nance depended sensitively on the precise details of the
sen model. We recall that IPI states and resonances a
many-body phenomenon and can thus be included only in
ad hoc way in single-particle dynamic approximations.
contrast to these earlier, parameter-dependent results,
method is fully ab initio and includes many-body correla
tions.

We also remark that single-particle calculations, even
using the ‘‘true’’ DFT effective potential~e.g., the one com-
puted fromSXC in Refs. 16 and 17! cannot access properl
the quasiparticle spectral properties of the system.29 In the
many-body formalism adopted in this paper the quasipart
spectrum and amplitudes are instead automatically inclu
in the interacting Green’s functionG. The interaction with
the image charge is implicitly contained in the self-ener
since theGW approximation accounts for its physical origi
i.e., the electron-plasmon coupling.26

In the case of semi-infinite jellium, the zero bulk refle

FIG. 4. Difference in the LDOSDs for semi-infinite jellium
with r s52.07a0 at z53.5a0 from the surface. The dashed vertic
line indicates the position of the first Rydberg state, 1/32 har
below the vacuum level.
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tivity yields a large linewidth of the resonance, since hybr
ization with bulk states is not prevented at all. We estim
the full width at half maximum~FWHM! from Ds as 0.07
hartree~about 2 eV!,30 and remark that in systems without
bulk band gap the hybridization with the continuous bu
band is the major contributor to the linewidth, as the se
energy alone accounts only for about one-tenth of the t
FWHM.14

Owing to its large linewidth, the resonance shown in F
4 encompasses the whole Rydberg series of image sta8

which in the infinite bulk barrier model extends fromVV
21/32 hartree toVV . The resonance is clearly visible in th
difference plot between the many-body LDOS and the LD
in the LDA. In the many-body LDOS itself, on the othe
hand, it resolves as a shoulder feature just below the vac
energy~Fig. 5! rather than a distinct peak, because the LD
LDOS is already a strongly increasing function of energy
this range.

The quantity reported in Fig. 4 is the difference betwe
two theoretical quantities and is therefore not directly acc
sible to experiment.~The measured spectra will also depe
on matrix elements and hence on the specific experime
technique used and on a more realistic description of
substrate under investigation.! However, it allows us to iso-
late an important contribution to the phenomenon—
many-body interaction—which could improve the descr
tion of the electronic structure of real semi-infinite surfac
beyond the usual single-particle approaches such as Ref

We will now examine the origin of the resonance eme
ing in Fig. 4. For this reason it is important to look at th
spectral weight functionA, whose integral overki is the
LDOS @Eq. ~1!#. In Fig. 6 we present the energy dependen
of A(z,ki ,v) for ki50 at the same position outside the je
lium edge as Figs. 4 and 5 (z53.5a0).

We first consider the LDA result. For noninteracting pa
ticles in a constant potentialV thez-resolved spectral weigh
function is essentially onedimensional and hence prop
tional to (v2ki

2/22V)21/2. Thus in the vacuum a singularit
is present atVV for ki50. The spectral weight then dimin
ishes with increasing energy. But near the surface weigh
transferred to bulk states decaying out into the vacuum:
spectral function has a peak very close toveff(z), but singu-
larities are no longer present. We emphasize that in a

e

FIG. 5. Local density of states for a semi-infinite jellium wit
r s52.07a0 at z53.5a0. The quantity reported in Fig. 4 is the dif
ference between the continuous and the dashed line.
4-3
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geometry Fig. 6 would appear as a collection ofd functions,
eachd corresponding to one of the discrete eigenstates.

When we describe the system in the interacting pict
(GW), we still observe bulk states that spill out into th
vacuum. But we also have a new class of states, constitu
the IPI resonance. They have substantial weight at and
side the surface. As a consequence spectral weight from
LDA states is transferred into these quasiparticle sta
Spectral weight hence moves down from higher energie
the energies of the IPI resonance. This produces the shou
in A at VV and the displacement of the peak energy to low
energies.

If ki is increased from its zero value, the profile ofA
shown in Fig. 6 is shifted towards higher energies byki

2/2,
without being distorted too much~i.e., the dispersion of the

FIG. 6. Spectral weight function for a semi-infinite jellium wit
r s52.07a0 for ki50 and z53.5a0. The integral overki of this
function gives the LDOS reported in Fig. 5.
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states is nearly parabolic with effective mass equal to
When we integrate overki to get the LDOS, one notices tha
for energies roughly belowVV theGW spectral weightAGW

is greater thanALDA for any value ofki , leading to the
positive Ds shown in Fig. 4. For higher energies,AGW

2ALDA changes from negative to positive aski increases.
Negative contributions dominate and the correspondingDs
is negative.

III. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have evaluated the local density of sta
of a semi-infinite simple metal surface from first principle
Many-body correlations are included via theGW self-
energy. The substrate is described as truly semi-infinite, t
enabling a calculation of the continuous spectrum neces
to properly account for the hybridization between surfa
electronic states and bulk states. We demonstrate the p
ence of an IPI resonance just below the vacuum energy,
compassing the full series of image states that would
present in a system with a surface band gap. The origin
the resonance is explained in terms of the spectral we
transfer to lower energies due to the inclusion of electr
electron correlation.
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